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ABSTRACT
In any networked computing system, particularly in an academic environment, it is not uncommon to administer
workstations that have been compromised because of security vul
vulnerabilities
nerabilities and viruses in the operating system or in the
software packages that are installed. Applying the Security and Critical Patch Management Process (SCPMP) described in
this study at an early stage in a computing system can mitigate the risk of at
attack
tack as well as decrease the cost of Information
Technology (IT) operations. In this paper we propose an optimal systems engineering (SE) framework to improve the current
patch management process framework, to prevent an organization’s networked computer ssystems
ystems from becoming the target
of vulnerabilities that are immediately exploitable and could lead to critical system failure or compromised security. The
proposed SE framework comprises a new mechanism for IT Operational Activities that increases network security and
critical systems integration. By exerting SE principles with considerable influence on patching, IT departments can
manipulate the SCPMP framework to meet patch management requirements, estimate the stages of the SCPMP performance,
and determine
ne an affordable portfolio. This article details a patch management framework design and the preliminary
implementation of the SCPMP in an academic environment. The focus is on measuring variations in the components of a full
patching cycle, and analyzing the data collected from implementing the process in an academic department’s workstations as
a case study, using Maintenance Optimizing Tools.
Keywords:: Patch management, security, systems engineering
engineering, vulnerability,, maintenance optimization
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INTRODUCTION
Contemporary companies, institutions, and even
governments maintain their computer operating systems
or software packages by applying a Patch Management
Process (PMP) to prevent their workstations from being
compromised or attacked. Patch management, a main
ingredient of IT security management [1] has become one
of the prime requisites in every information technology
infrastructure to (a) defend networked computer systems
from attack, and (b) maintain a secure network.
Therefore, it is vital to assure that the latest security and
critical patches (SCP) are installed across an entire
networked computer system. Patching is done in diverse
environments not only to fix security and critical related
vulnerabilities, but also to avoid leaking and other
disclosure of critical data and security information, known
as social loss.1
This paper presents an optimal research systems
engineering (SE) framework that can improve the current
patch management process framework. Our framework
has the effect of preventing any organization’s networked
computer systems from becoming the target of
vulnerabilities that are immediately exploitable and could
lead to critical system failure or compromised security.
According to [2], the process known as SE is to define a
system structure based on customer requirements, and to
satisfy the customer’s need that the system components
function correctly and the system overall operates as
required. Herein we create a framework for implementing
a Security and Critical Patch Management Process
(SCPMP), based on SE principles, to identify and allocate
patching system requirements and computing systems
resources that are embedded. In addition, the SCPMP
monitors entire computing systems’ design and increases
network security and critical systems integration. Current
patch management process frameworks are primarily
designed using automatic and routine patch and
vulnerability management processes [3-9, 18], for
maintaining computer operating systems or protecting
software
packages.
The
proposed
framework
accommodates maintenance optimization tools to help IT
decision makers decide either to continue deploying
patches that are already in process, or to block
maintenance and reinitiate their patch management
process at the time new critical and security patches
(SCP) are released. This framework helps IT decision
1

Social loss represents as the negative impact of security
vulnerabilities disclosure on the users, which can lead to
critical costs and compromise their computing system
[17].

makers both to cover and include the most recently
released patches in their deployment cycle, and to carry
out the process regardless of what patches have been
released.
The remainder of our paper proceeds as follows:
the next section interprets the SCPMP overall structure.
Then we propose a framework for implementing the
SCPMP in diverse environments and explain how each
stage operates. Also in proposal section, we describe how
a maintenance optimization tool is accommodated in the
proposed framework. Discussion of the case study
appears in the case study section, wherein we implement
the SCPMP in several academic department workstations
by using a Markov Decision Process tool. We conclude
our paper and suggest future study in the last section.

SECURITY AND CRITICAL PATCH
MANAGEMENT PROCESS
OVERALL STRUCTURE
The SCPMP not only focuses on how to deploy
operating systems or software package patches on a
workstation; it also helps IT decision makers or security
operation technicians to use it as a completed patch
management cycle to prevent their IT assets from being
attacked and to reduce the cost of operations. As it is
pointed out in [10], security patch deployment is crucial
for managing any IT operation, as it helps to update
vulnerable software or operating systems to prevent them
from being attacked. At the same time, Dantu, et al., write
that not only should IT operation staff deploy patches to
end-users’ networked computing systems to mitigate the
risk of compromise, but they also need to deploy patches
across entire networked computer systems [12]. Thus, IT
security and patch management are critical in networked
computing systems and they are a key methodology for
preventing them from becoming compromised. An
effective and reliable patch management process is a
robust, cyclic protocol for protecting networked computer
systems, identifying vulnerabilities, and assessing risk in
a given IT department [6] to make computing systems
more secure and reliable. A patch management system
optimizes security patch deployment for installation and
management in multiple software packages and different
platforms [11]. As Figure 1 shows, the proposed
framework has some components that are initial
requirements for the SCPMP; these are a management
server center, patch storage, and a client agent (production
and beta test workstations).
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Figure 1: SCPMP overall structure
Management server center: The management
server center is the core of the SCPMP, and performs
multiple tasks. First, it downloads patches from vendors’
patch sources and stores them in patch storage. Second, it
provides web-based user interface for IT decision makers
or security operation technicians. Third, it communicates
with the client agent installed on each networked
computer system to detect, monitor, deploy, and distribute
patch files and install patches by the client’s agent based
on each system’s configuration. In addition, the
management server center can generate a report of the
status of the patch installation process. Patch management
server center products are offered by such vendors as
DELL KACE appliance (KBOX1000, kace.com),
Lumension (lumension.com), and other companies that
have the same product that identifies security and critical

patches across diverse networked environments and
deploys their remediation to be installed through the client
agent.2 Overall, the management server center performs
checks for patch definition updates at a specified start
time, and downloads all applicable packages based on
patch subscription settings. In addition, it limits network
activity to off hours, and specifies a stop time for
downloading.
Patch storage: Patch storage stores patches that
the patch management server center downloads from
2

The number of companies that offer an automatic patch
management server is increasing significantly because of
important security disclosures and the need to protect
computing systems from attack. The companies named
are well known in the IT industry.
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vendors. It can contain two kinds of patches: a) patches
that include software installers; i.e., the patch file will
install a new version of the software; and b) patches that
fix security vulnerabilities and breaches or other bugs.
Client agent: The client agent is the softwarebased piece of this patch management system that needs
to be installed and deployed on all managed computer
systems. The client agent can run full hardware and
software inventory reports, scan system information, and
detect installed patches. Also, it performs interval
scanning of the client’s overall workstation system
components and communicates with the management
server center. The client agent should be installed on
production and beta test workstations (test machines built
with the same hardware and installed with the same
software as the production machines).3

SCPMP FRAMEWORK AND
DEFINITION
The main goals of the proposed SE practicable
framework for implementing the SCPMP are:
1. To provide an effective optimal patch
management policy for protecting networked
computer systems, in particular academic
workstations.
2. To repair software package vulnerabilities.
3. To fix security holes in a computer’s operating
systems.
4. To enhance IT operation department efficiency.
5. To reduce the cost of IT operations activities.
6. To prevent the loss of critical data and security
information from any computing system in
diverse environments.
The projected SE framework for implementing
the SCPMP; the main stages are defined as follows:
Download: downloading patches by the
management server center via a third party and storing
them in patch storage, which was discussed in the
previous section.
Detect: comprehensive detection across entire
networked computer systems (classification and earlier
prioritization) to show which patches are already
installed, and which patches need to be installed in a new
patch management deployment cycle. In other words, by
detection, the IT operation staff will figure out which
computing system needs to be patched. The detection

3

IT operation staffs also use client agent software to
install various software, inventory their hardware, script,
and report assets.

stage can be seen as initial planning for the deployment
stage.
Assess: assessing the downloaded patches and
measuring the variations in components of the full
patching cycle; also ensuring the downloaded patches will
not damage the systems by crashing systems operation
and performance. Efficient security patch deployment
identifies and remediates security vulnerabilities by
deploying and installing patches without negatively
impacting the software applications installed on advanced
computing systems or crucial servers [6]. Consequently,
the impact of precise patch assessment is to help IT
managers enhance the efficiency of the patch installation
procedure to reduce the system’s vulnerabilities.
Test: Testing is one of the essential elements of
patch management. Testing the released patches on the
same system configuration as the production environment
helps IT administrators simulate the installation process
and learn the consequences of patch updates and identify
any conflicts. For this phase, there should be a few nonproduction workstations that are designated as beta test
environment systems. As noted in [6], patch installation
can have unintended results; therefore, our beta test
environment systems contain some networked computer
systems based on the production workstation’s
configuration and setting so as to avoid extraneous
alternatives.
Incident: An incident might go as follows: After
implementing the test phase and ensuring that the
downloaded patches do not cause any further interruption
of operations, suddenly we notice some highly urgent
security and critical patches (USCP) have been released
by vendors or a third party such as vulnerability
identifiers.4 IT managers then need to make a decision
about this circumstance to ensure that this emergency
patch update for software or an operating system platform
will not cause any problem and does not increase the
system’s risk of compromise. The next step is the
Maintenance Optimization stage, in which the manager
will decide on an efficient plan for continuing the
patching process.
Maintenance Optimization (MO): In the
decision grid stage or Maintenance Optimization phase
the IT manager must decide how to contrive to continue
the SCP. We will thoroughly discuss the MO stage in the
next segment.
Deploy: the last stage is to deploy and install
patches on production workstations. Figure 2 shows the
projected SE framework for implementing the SCPMP.
4

Vulnerability identifiers or coordinators such as USCERT (United States Computer Emergency Readiness
Team), which develop security solutions (us-cert.gov).
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Figure 2: SCPMP framework
Maintenance Optimization Stage
MO increases a decision-maker’s power to
optimize operation cost and ensure reliable and safe
system performance [13]. Hence, involving MO tools will
make networked computer systems more secure and
protect them from becoming the target of vulnerabilities.
The MO stage also keeps the patch management
deployment process low-cost, as it defines a more
efficient IT operation activity. In this section, we study
how IT managers make a decision once some urgent
security and critical patches (USCP) are released while
they are in the midst of implementing the patching
process. Monitoring the receipt and download of security
and critical patches (SCP) is a continuous process;
therefore, the expectation of receiving USCP is one of the
most important priorities for IT department technicians
who are responsible for deploying patches throughout
networked computer systems. In our proposed SE
framework, the likelihood of receiving USCP is
considered as a probability.

The patch update process is complex and costly
[1]; therefore, it is very important for IT department
managers to make an ideal decision not only to (a) cut the
costs of the IT department, but also to (b) prevent
networked computer systems from receiving any
vulnerability attack, where vulnerability is deﬁned as a
security or other critical hold or weakness of a software
application or a compromised operating system that
allows hackers access to the system’s root to exploit the
flaw [18].
In this paper, the decision-making phase of
performing the SCPMP is modeled based on a Markov
Decision Process (MDP). Our deterioration model is a
finite and countable state space, once the USCP has been
released, where the patch management process cycle has
already passed the test phase. Accordingly, IT decision
makers need to be prepared to deploy and install these
newly released patches on the computer systems they
manage. Their decision has significant impact on IT
operations.
Patch management is a Preventive Maintenance
(PM) process; thus, newly released patches need to
deploy and install before any damages occur. By applying
patch management, the IT department is able to protect its
computers from leaking data and becoming the target of
security attacks that cause the company or institution to
incur major costs, and to avoid maintenance-induced
compromise. The MO stage in the proposed SCPMP
framework will help IT operation managers decide to
continue maintenance with the patches that have already
been tested, or block the patching cycle (maintenance)
and move back to the detection phase to include the new
USCP in the patch packages. Thereupon, they will detect
their entire networked computer systems with the new set
of patches and proceed with the patching loop. The main
contribution of this subsection is to provide 1) the most
efficient patch management policy which decreases the
cost of IT operational, and 2) the best decision about
urgent security and critical circumstances that the IT
decision maker is involved with.

Modeling the Markov Decision Process
The proposed framework assumption is based on
a seven-day operation cycle, which means the patching
cycle process takes a 7-days cycle to implement one loop
of the SCPMP as its time epochs. Mazzuchi, et al. [13],
Amari, et al. [16], and Okamura, et al. [18] discuss a
Markov decision process that is close to the MO process
in our framework. The ultimate goal is to find an
approach, which in MDP is called a policy, by which the
IT decision maker can decide which patch distribution
process or maintenance action should be taken in each
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patching state so as to enhance IT security and decrease
the cost of operation. The assumptions of the maintenance
optimization phase of the proposed framework follow.
Inputs:
1. We use a Markov Chain5 to model our multistage deterioration.6 In this model the patching
deployment process contains a number of stages
and the deterioration proceed in one direction.
Here, the patch type condition is classified in
four stages, S={Sn,Sv,Sr,Su}, which are
determined as the type of patch that can be
released; this state space assumption is finite
and discrete. The first stage is the perfect
condition stage wherein no patch is released and
the last stage is the condition wherein a highly
urgent patch is released:
 Sn: no patch is released.
 Sv: optional version update for the
operating system or software installer patch
is released
 Sr: recommended patch is released
 Su: urgent security and critical patch is
released
Figure 3 illustrates all states of patch types that
may be released in the midst of a patching cycle, so that a
decision has to be made at the subsequent MO phase. We
select a stationary policy because the maintenance
decision to be made is based upon the recent type of
patches that just released and not on maintenance action
chosen time [13]. The criterion for defining the proposed
policy is the extent to which it helps IT managers choose
an appropriate rule for taking action. States of patch types
are:

Figure 3: States of patch type
2.

We assume that the action space is finite and
discrete, and so based upon the patch
deterioration type one of the  =  =
,,, 
four maintenance actions
might be chosen (Figure 4); further, the size of
the maintenance action is if ∈ ,  =
1:

5

In a deterioration model based on a Markov Chain
(MC), all deterioration stages are in one-direction where
the beginning stage is the no action stage (good stage) and
the last one will be fail stage [16]. The proposed
deterioration model follows MC to meet all kinds of patch
requirements.
6
When any operating system or software patch is
released, the type of patch will determine the level of
deterioration of the patch management process.

Figure 4: Maintenance decision action
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released; no urgent patch has been released.
Minimal Maintenance (MM) is performed;
add USCP to the in-progress patches’
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package-cycle without performing the
detecting and testing procedure on the
networked computer systems.
 Preventive Maintenance (PM) is performed;
go back to the previous phase, which is to
test USCP solely on beta test machines.
 Corrective Maintenance (CM) is performed;
go back to the detection phase, include the
USCP in the current package of patches, and
proceed through the cycle.
3. The total cost of one cycle of implementing the
SCPMP is related to the cost of the MO process
that is assumed to be bounded. This means that
if the cycle proceeds as a regular patching
process without any MO decision action, it can
change once some patches are released in the
middle of our patching cycle. In this paper, we
consider the proposed SCPMP while we take
any maintenance optimization action. Therefore,
the cost formation can be denoted by the
following:
 cK: fixed cost of the security and critical
patch process for the Management Server
Center and departmental cost
 cA(a): cost of maintenance (patching) action
 cF(s): cost of damage to a networked
computer system per unit time when it
becomes the target of vulnerabilities that are
immediately exploitable and could lead to
critical system failure
 cS(s): Unit of time in state Cost
Once the SCPMP framework cycle starts to go
through each stage to deploy patches and monitor
networked computer system performance, the next
challenge faced in practice is to determine what policy
needs to be applied to increase the efficiency of the patch
deployment process. Figure 5 presents a hypothetical
deterioration process, P(t), which is a stochastic process
that would be tracked over time from each decision stage
of the MO phase in the SCPMP framework. As Figure 5,
shown P(t) starts at approximately zero and tends toward
the failure threshold, which is the CM stage. However, if
the P(t) passes the failure threshold (CM stage), the
deterioration process is considered to highly damage the
security of the networked computer systems.

Storage
threshold
P(t)

Failure
P (CM)

Time t

tCM

Figure 5: Deterioration process
4.

The probability of the maintenance decision
action  ∈  will be chosen in state s and the
process transferred to state  is denoted by
  | , .
Functional Equation and Optimizing: In this
subsection, a probabilistic model for the SCPMP in the
MO phase is derived based on the MDP [13, 16, 18, 2123]. The main goal is to determine the stationary policy
that minimizes IT operation costs. We develop and
present the iterative policy [21] to determine an optimal
maintenance policy, so as to increase the patch
management process’s efficiency and mitigate the risk of
security vulnerabilities. The proposed optimal policy
helps IT departments avoid incurring excessive
maintenance costs for compromised production machines.
We assume that states, time, and actions are
discrete. Then, all possible maintenance actions are as
follows:
: Transition from state s to state s’
A: Sets of possible and finite maintenance actions in state
S if:
 ∈ ,  

(1)

When the patches are released in state s at time
t=0,1,2… and maintenance action  ∈  is taken, the
patching deployment operation can be in stage  after
one unit of time with probability:
  | ,  = Pr [ =
  | ,  = ![

 |



| = ,  = ]

= ,  = ,  =

(2)


]

(3)

Equation (3) comprises the time spent in state s 
when the initial state is and action  has been taken. For
computing the expected cost  ,  while we are in state
s and make decision a, we have:
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 ,  = #$ + # ,  + ∑','∈(   | ,  . #* ′ +
∑',', ∈(   | ,  .   | , . #   
(4)
In MDP the probability of transition from one
state to another does not depend upon the patch state
history if one of the maintenance actions is selected;
therefore, the patch deployment process is rely on the type
of patches which have been urgently released and doesn’t
depend on the time of the maintenance action is taken
[13]. Based upon [13, 22], V(s) is a value function that
represents the expected objective value obtained from the
discounted cost incurred. For discounted object function:
-  =  ,  + ∑',', ∈(   | ,  . .. -  

(5)

Where . ∈ 0,1 represents the discount factor
for one unit of time, . = 1⁄1 +  which attempts to
minimize the expected discounted cost for one unit of
time, s,s’ is the rate of transition time from state to state

, and V(s) is the value function using . While we start
the maintenance process, we choose to perform
maintenance action in state s and derive the cost of C(s,a).
Then, the total probability of transition to state  where a
maintenance
action
 =  = , , , 1 is
employed and initial state is s will multiply to discounted
factor  and value function of state  . The value of a
state is the minimum expected cost that will be incurred in
that state, plus the expected discounted value of all
possible states  . A fixed policy of the V,C,P, and T
functions, can be rewritten in matrix-vector form as
equation (5). Based upon the Bellman equation [22] the
optimal policy can be derived:
2  = arg 56   ,  + ∑',', ∈(   | ,  . .. -  1
(6)
We can set an optimal policy 2  for
minimizing  ,  and re-evaluate V and C, and repeat
for each state. This is called policy iteration, and it
guarantees that the selected policy minimizes the patching
operation cost [16]. In the other words, a policy 2  = 
is selected such that the decisions based upon optimal
policy of the MO stage are taken according to chose the
maintenance decision which selected from limited actions
A(a) and the costs of patching process C=(s,a) that are
incurred once the transition is in state s and action  ∈ 
is taken. As Mazzuchi, et al., point out, the cost of
deploying patches at each stage, plus the probability that
each state multiplies to the value of performing action in
the next state, Vα(  ), changes Equation (5) to become
recursive. Equation (5) represents the overall value of
state s, which determines which action is opted to be

taken [13]. After counting the cost of all possible states s
from Equation (6), we derive that the optimal-cost
decision of the MO phase would be to minimize the result
of Equation (6), and the IT manager needs to choose the
policy based on each action taken in each state of a patch
type.

CASE STUDY
The proposed method is demonstrated through a
case study that implements the SCPMP through an
academic networked computers system. The process is
assumed to go on indefinitely, and the problem is to opt
for an optimal policy, which minimizes the average cost
security and critical patching process.
Inputs: as we mentioned before, the patching process
takes a 7-day cycle. Then the mean time between two
cycles of patching is 168 (7/24) hours, λ=0.168. Further,
1. Cost of the IT operation, cK = $1442
2. Cost of being valuable and caused system
failure: cF(s)= $891
3. No patching Action Cost: cM(NA)=0
4. Minimal Maintenance Cost: cM(MM)= $26
5. Preventive Maintenance Cost: cM(PM)= $20
6. Corrective Maintenance Cost: cM(CM)= $618
Table 1 shows that the total state transition
probabilities ∑',', ∈(   | ,  and expected time
functions matrix based on this case study are:

Table 1: Transition probabilities and time
function

7

9,9, ∈;

89  |9, :

<9  |9, :

1
0
0
0
24
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
24
24
0

0
1
2/3
0
0
0
24
0

0
0
1
1
0
0
48
72

Problem formulation and optimal policy solution: we
assume that the action space is finite and discrete, and so,
based on patch deterioration type, one of the following
four
maintenance
decision
actions
 =  =
,,,  can be taken [16]. Further, the size of
maintenance actions is, if:
∈ ,
then

 = 1
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 = 1, = =  1

(7)

The maintenance actions in the SV and SR states
are determined as follows:
> = ? = , , 1

(8)

which would have to hire more technical staff to capture
users’ profiles and rebuild the system that has been
compromised. With the proposed SCPMP framework, an
IT department can save 10 percent of its operational
budget because of the resulting highly efficient level of its
employees’ performance.

If the IT decision maker takes no action (NA),
there is no change in the patching cycle:
1
',',  = @
0

ABC
ABC

= ′E
≠ ′

(9)

If the IT decision maker takes minimal
maintenance (MM):
1
',',  = ',',  = @
0
(10)

ABC
ABC

=
≠




+ 1E
+1

Where the IT decision maker takes Corrective
Maintenance (CM) the deterioration stage reaches the
perfect stage:
1
',',   = @
0

ABC
ABC

= 1E
′≠1


(11)

In this case study we focus not only on the
diversity of networked computer systems, but also on the
different usage of computers throughout a university by
staff, faculty, students, and researchers, and in
laboratories. The optimal cost policy can be to minimize
Equation (5) with respect to any action that will be taken
[13, 16]. Table 2 shows the solution of a stabilized policy
for patch management in an academic environment:

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an SE
framework for an SCPMP in diverse environments based
on a case study of academic networked computer systems.
We focused on an optimal research SE framework that
can improve the current patch management process
framework for preventing an organization’s networked
computer systems from becoming the target of
vulnerabilities that are immediately exploitable and could
lead to critical system failure or security compromise. We
studied an academic environment with nonhomogeneous
software packages installed on complex computing
systems. Indeed, implementing the patch management
process in different computational environments using the
Bayesian stochastic theorem could be the subject of future
study.
In this work, after we modeled our MO phase by
applying the MDP model, we developed a new security
and critical patch management framework to help IT
managers make decisions not only to make the patch
management process more efficient, but also to keep the
patch management deployment process a low-cost part of
the operational IT infrastructure.
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